Circular

Sub: - Safety tips with regard to Piped Natural Gas (PNG) supplied by IGL

Piped Natural Gas (PNG) is being supplied by IGL in Residential Quarters. PNG is inflammable Gas and IGL has accordingly issued Safety Tips for the use of PNG vide their letter dt. 15th October 2014. Copy of same is enclosed herewith.

All are requested to take precautions and follow the Safety Tips by IGL.

Encl:- As above.

(Ajay Gupta)
Executive Engineer, UWD

Copy for information to:-
1. PS to Hon’ble Vice Chancellor, GGSIPU – for kind information of latter
2. Registrar, GGSIPU
3. SE, GGSIPU
4. DR, GA, GGSIPU
5. DR (Estate & Security), GGSIPU
6. Resident Welfare Association Type-4 & 5 (Bhattadaya)
7. Resident Welfare Association Type-1 to 3
8. Chief Warden, Hostel, GGSIPU (FC Sharma)
9. In-charge Web Server – To upload on website

(Ajay Gupta)
Executive Engineer, UWD
INDRAPRASTHA GAS LIMITED

To

New Delhi

Dear PNG User and Society Residents,

INDRAPRASTHA GAS LIMITED wishes you all a very-very Happy, Safe and Prosperous DEEPAWALI. The festival of light may enlighten your lives too.

We feel obliged to be associated with your society. There has been a long relation of coordination between us and we wish it continues forever.

As you are aware that the Piped Natural Gas (PNG) supplied by INDRAPRASTHA GAS LIMITED is inflammable gas, we advice all the users, residents and visitors of the society to ensure the following safety tips :-

1. Do not light the fireworks, Crackers, Bombs, Candles, Diyas, etc. near the IGL Gas pipeline networks (Yellow painted GI pipes indicates IGL Gas pipelines).

2. Do not use IGL PNG equipments like Regulators, pipes or clamps to put and light the fireworks, crackers, rockets or bombs, etc.

3. Do not park your vehicle over the underground gas valve chamber (Yellow painted Chamber Manhole indicates IGL Gas Valve chamber).

4. Do no allow anybody to do modification, tampering with the IGL pipeline without prior intimation to the IGL personnel.

5. In case of any gas leakage or fire incident inside your premises, immediately close the respective Valves. Inside your kitchen there are two nos. of Valves, i.e., (1) Before the Meter at the entry of the gas pipeline (Isolation valve) →can be operated in case of gas leakage inside the kitchen p/l and (2) one valve is near your Stove (Appliance valve) →can be operated in case of leakage from rubber tube and stove.

Outside the kitchen wall, before the gas regulator, a valve is available →can be closed to stop gas supply to all the houses connected to that pipeline in case of leakage from outside pipeline.

6. In case of any emergency, do not panic, act smartly.

7. In case of emergency, please immediately contact our 24X7 Emergency Helpline nos. at 08130995000/03 (Zonal Emergency Numbers). 011-64512602, 011-64620429 (Control Room Nos.) and 18601801617 (Customer Care No.).

8. Emergency contact numbers are displayed at the Warning plates & markers fixed at various locations inside your society and also behind your PNG Invoice.

A vigilant attitude of yours could prove to be very helpful for IGL to perform its duties in an efficient manner and will help us ensure 100% satisfaction of its customers.

With Best Wishes,

for Indraprastha Gas Limited

!! HAPPY DEEPAWALI, SAFE DEEPAWALI !!